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Two-Phase Flow Maldistribution
and Mitigation in Polymer
Electrolyte Fuel Cells
Flow maldistribution among polymer electrolyte fuel-cell (PEFC) channels is of concern
because this leads to nonuniform distributions of fuel and oxidizer, which in turn result in
nonuniform reaction rates in the catalyst layers and thus detrimentally affect PEFC
performance and durability. Channels with low flow rates risk flooding by liquid water.
This can cause catalyst support corrosion and hence the undesirably accelerated aging of
PEFCs. Multiphase flow computations are performed to examine the effects of gas diffu-
sion layer (GDL) intrusion and manifold design on reducing flow maldistribution. Veloc-
ity field, hydrodynamic pressure, and liquid saturations are computed in the parallel gas
channels using the multiphase-mixture formulation in order to quantify the flow nonuni-
formity or maldistribution among PEFC channels. It is shown that, when channel flow is
in single phase, employing two splitter plates in the header manifold can bring down the
flow maldistribution to less than half of that for the case with 20% area maldistribution
due to the GDL intrusion. When channel flow occurs in the two-phase regime, the liquid-
water front can be pushed downstream and the effect of GDL intrusion on the maximum
liquid saturation can be decreased by more than one-third by using flow splitters.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.2971124�
ntroduction
In a polymer electrolyte fuel cell �PEFC�, it is important to

nsure an even distribution of reactants in all flow channels. The
eformable gas diffusion layer �GDL� material is compressed dur-
ng PEFC assembly to minimize the contact resistance between
DL and bipolar plate. Clamping is also necessary to make the
EFC leak proof. This compression is higher near the edges of the
ell, making GDL material intrude more into the PEFC gas chan-
els there. This GDL intrusion at the side channels causes an area
aldistribution among the channels, exacerbating the inherent
ow maldistribution problem in multiple parallel channels fed
rom a single header. Maldistribution of flow in the parallel chan-
els leads to direct and indirect losses. Less flow means less re-
ctant to the reaction sites in the catalyst layers and reduced abil-
ty to transport the product water away. Much of the product water
rosses over to the anode side due to back diffusion across the thin
embranes, causing anode flooding and fuel starvation. In the

bsence of hydrogen fuel, the carbon support in the cathode cata-
yst layer is subject to corroding rapidly. The indirect problem is
hat less flow would mean less momentum and hence more sus-
eptibility to blockage by liquid water due to water vapor conden-
ation. This leads to a serious loss of PEFC efficiency as the
hole channel may be lost due to blockage. If a channel is per-
anently blocked, it is obvious that no reactant will reach the

eaction sites. Even if a channel is not permanently blocked, fluc-
uation in the output power results, caused by the cycle of liquid
logging and subsequent flush-out in the flooded channel. Hence,
or a PEFC to maintain stable performance, channel flooding
which refers to excessive presence of liquid water in the chan-
els� must be avoided.

Achieving a uniform distribution is a challenging task in paral-
el channels, even with a single-phase flow at the inlet. From their
xperimental investigation of single-phase flow in parallel micro-
hannels, Yin et al. �1� developed a pressure-drop model for the
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whole heat exchanger. Remarkably, the Moody chart was found to
be valid inside the channels. Maharudrayya et al. �2� presented a
one-dimensional analytical solution of pressure-drop for U- and
Z-type parallel channels in single-phase flow. This model can be
used to select dimensions for the headers and channels in order to
minimize the maldistribution of the gas flow at the inlet. For an
ideal fluid, Z-type configuration should give a uniform distribution
of flow in all the channels, but for a real fluid flowing through
imperfect parallel channels due to GDL intrusion, etc., the flow
maldistribution can be severe. Hrnjak �3� addressed the problem
of maldistribution of single-phase flow in parallel microchannel
heat exchangers. One approach is to employ a branched inlet
header, as shown in Fig. 1�a�. In the case of PEFCs, branching
may prove to be effective although this would require more vol-
ume and pressure penalty is high. Nevertheless, this approach
would require a fundamental change in fuel-cell design. Another
approach is to use a conical header, as sketched in Fig. 1�b�. This
configuration is also very efficient with regard to the pressure-
drop. However, this requires a fundamental change in the PEFC
design and the packing efficiency of the PEFC stack would de-
Fig. 1 „a… Branched header; „b… Conical header
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rease substantially. Webb and Chung �4� studied the two-phase
ow distribution in parallel channels for different headers and
hannel geometries. This investigation shows that employing ob-
tacles at the inlet alleviates maldistribution. Yet another approach
s to use branch headers to direct the flow to different sets of
hannels. Figure 2 presents two such branched header designs
atented by Toshihara �5� and Haussman �6�. Based on these
orks, the use of a small diameter distribution tube with small

paced exit holes along its length seems a viable option for ob-
aining a good flow distribution.

Channel flooding in PEFCs has received increased attention
7–18�. Two-phase flow characteristics in the PEFC channels were
nvestigated experimentally by Lee et al. �1� While they proposed

friction factor closely resembling that for a laminar flow in a
ircular channel, their investigation considered a single-point in-
ection of liquid, which is not the case for a PEFC channel. Nei-
her the channel flooding nor the flow instability was investigated.

ig. 2 „a… Heat exchanger header by Toshihara †5‡; „b… Inlet
istributor tube with sieve mesh distribution †6‡
Fig. 3 Conventional geometry of channels
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Lee et al. validated their results even in the case of multiphase
flow, using a gas-phase Reynolds number. Along the same line,
Barreras et al. �8� recently studied flow maldistribution in parallel
microchannels of PEFCs experimentally and numerically. In their
study, the inlet flow enters the channels preferentially. They attrib-
uted the nonhomogeneity partly to the formation of recirculation
bubbles at the inlet and concluded that making the angle of the
inlet header more than the right angle to the parallel channels
alleviates maldistribution. Single phase flow in the channel has
been used widely in the gas channel for design purposes �9,10,18�,
but experiments �15,16� have shown that flow in the gas channels
is not single phase. Researchers have tried to calculate the dry
length of a gas channel analytically �11� as a design tool. Others
used the conventional two fluid models �12–14� to simulate two-
phase flow in the gas channels. Unfortunately, these models are
computationally expensive and incompatible with the single fluid
transport model in other components of the PEFC.

Fig. 4 Proposed geometry

Fig. 5 Velocity „m/s… contour for channels with area

maldistribution
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In the present work, we perform multiphase flow computations
o study the effects of GDL intrusion and manifold design on
educing flow maldistribution. Specifically, we compute the veloc-
ty field, hydrodynamic pressure, and liquid saturations along the
arallel gas channels using the multiphase-mixture formulation.

umerical Model

Model Development. Two-phase mixture flow and water trans-
ort in the channels are governed by the laws of momentum,
ass, and species conservation. The multiphase-mixture model

M2� model �19–23� is used to model the two-phase flow in the
hannels.

In mixture continuity equation,

� · ��u� = Sm �1�
In mixture momentum conservation,

ig. 6 Velocity „m/s… contour for channels with area maldistri-
ution with splitters
Fig. 7 Velocity „m/s… contour for perfect channels
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�u = −
K

�
� P �2�

In water species conservation,

� · ��cuCW� = � · �Dg
W,eff � Cg

W� − � · ��mfl
W

Mk −
Cg

W

�g
�jl� + Sw

�3�
The mass source term in Eq. �1� is the net mass source in the

cathode gas channels due to oxygen diffusing out of the channels
and water diffusing into the channels. In reality, product water and
heat are injected into the channel from the GDL-channel interface
and a proportional amount of oxygen is transported through the
same interface. As we model only the gas channel, the excess
mass is added to the continuity equation as a source term. The
source term is calculated as �21�,

Sm = �MwSw − MO2SO2
� �4�

where Mw and MO2 are the molecular weights of water and oxy-
gen, respectively. The water and oxygen production rate �Sw and
SO2

� can be calculated from the Faraday relations as follows:

Fig. 8 Velocity „m/s… contour for perfect channels with
splitters

Fig. 9 Normalized flow through the channels for different

configuration
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Sw =
�1 + 2��IAmem

2FVchannel
and SO2

= −
IAmem

4FVchannel
�5�

here � is the net water transport coefficient per proton, which
escribes the combined effect of water diffusion and electro-
smotic drag �22� and usually has a positive value. Assuming the
et water transport coefficient to be equal to zero �23�, we get
fter some algebraic manipulation

Sm =
MH2IAmem

2FVchannel
�6�

The capillary diffusivity is calculated following Wang et al.
23�. However, simple order of magnitude analysis shows that the
eclet number based on molecular diffusion in the channel is
104, while the capillary diffusion is three to four orders of mag-

itude less than the molecular diffusion. Therefore, the contribu-

Fig. 10 „a… Saturation contour „no i
locity „m/s… contour „no intrusion, I=
ions from the last two terms in the right hand side of Eq. �3� are
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negligible.
In Eqs. �1� and �2�, the mixture density is defined using the M2

formulation �19,20�:

� = �ls + �g�1 − s� �7�

where �l is the density of liquid water, �g is the density of vapor,
and s is liquid saturation defined by

s =
CW − Csat

W

�l/MH2O − Csat
W �8�

where Csat
W is the saturation molar concentration of water vapor at

the cell temperature.

usion, I=0.2 A/cm2, St=4.0…; „b… Ve-
A/cm2, St=4.0…
ntr
0.2
The kinematic viscosity of the mixture is defined as
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� = � krl

�l
+

krg

�g
�−1

�9�

here �l and �g are the kinematic viscosities of water in liquid and
apor phase, respectively, while krl and krg are the relative perme-
bilities of liquid and vapor phase, respectively.

In Eq. �3�, the convective correction factor is defined as

�c =
�

CW� �l

MH2O +
�g

�g
Csat

W � �10�

here the relative movements are defined as

�l =
krl/vl

krl/vl + krg/vg
and �g = 1 − �l �11�

In micro and minichannels, a certain amount of water, once
ccumulated, can never be flushed out due to the wall adhesion at

Fig. 11 „a… Saturation contour „20
Velocity „m/s… contour „20% intrusio
he angles. This is called irreducible liquid saturation �sir�. In po-
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rous media, this saturation reduces the pore size permanently.
Therefore, the relative permeabilities of different phases depend
not on the absolute liquid saturation but on the saturation cor-
rected considering the irreducible part. The irreducible liquid satu-
ration can be calculated from the empirical relations �24�, where
the input is the Bond number �Bo, the ratio of body-force due to
gravity in a channel to the surface tension force�. The relative
permeability of different phases �krl and krg� can be modeled
through numerical experiments �25,26�. In an upcoming paper, we
will present one such model with the predictive capability of
pressure-drop in the gas channels of a PEFC.

The cathode inlet flow is assumed to be dry �or at the most fully
saturated�. The inlet velocity �uin� is calculated in terms of cathode
stoichiometry ��c�, average current density �Iav�, inlet density
��in�, mole fraction of oxygen �CO2�, and the cross section areas of

ntrusion, I=0.2 A/cm2, St=4.0…; „b…
=0.2 A/cm2, St=4.0…
% i
n, I
membrane and inlet �Amem and Ain, respectively� as follows:
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uin =
�cIavAmem

4FCO2Ain
�12�

here F is the Faraday constant.
The molar concentrations at the inlet are determined by the inlet

ressure and humidity according to the ideal gas law. The exit
oundary is assumed to be fully developed such that

�u

�n
= 0, p = pref,

�CW

�n
= 0 �13�

n the present work, the reference pressure is set at 2 atm.
According to the assumption of Darcy’s law, the wall bound-

ries of the gas channel is free of shear. Therefore, at all the walls,
e have

u . n̂ = 0,
�p

= 0,
�CW

= 0 �14�

Fig. 12 „a… Saturation contour „20%
St=4.0…; „b… Velocity „m/s… conto
=0.2 A/cm2, St=4.0…
�n �n
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Computational Conditions. The computational domain with
20% area maldistribution at the end channels due to GDL intru-
sion is shown in Fig 3. A straight manifold feeding five parallel
channels is considered. Channels are 1 mm wide and 20 mm in
length. Pitch of the channels is 2 mm. Depending on the GDL
material and channel depth, the GDL intrusion can vary widely
from 0% to 40% �27�. In the present case, the cross section area of
the end channel is taken to be 20% less than the other channels
�which is a representative condition�. The manifold is 5 mm in
width.

Computations were carried out for a low current density �more
prone to channel flooding� and isothermal case with different sto-
ichiometries. The water entry is taken to be equal and constant in
all the channels. Even with GDL intrusion this assumption is rea-
sonable. Due to channel flooding and water condensation, the air

trusion with splitters, I=0.2 A/cm2,
„20% intrusion with splitters, I
in
ur
diffusion in the GDL is hindered and therefore less reaction takes
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lace. This eventually decreases the amount of water added to the
hannels. For this reason, the liquid saturation does not lead to
rompt cell death. In the present work, the transient behavior of
he liquid-water saturation in the channels is not studied.

A modified design, containing two flow splitters in the inlet
eader, is also proposed to mitigate the flow maldistribution.
hese splitters separate the flows in 1:2:1 fraction, a ratio chosen

o direct 25% more flow to the intruded channels. The splitters
nd vertically over the channels at a distance of 0.25 mm, a gap
llowing the extra flow directed to the intruded channels to pass
hrough the inner channels. In this way, the flow can dynamically
alance itself against varying intrusion. Figure 4 shows the pro-
osed geometry. As a measure of maldistribution, the standard
eviation �SD� of the normalized flow through all the channels is
sed. The flow through any channel is normalized using the aver-

Fig. 13 „a… Saturation contour „no i
locity „m/s… contour „no intrusion, I=
ge flow through the channels.
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Results and Discussion

Single Phase Flow. The system of parallel channels shown in
Fig. 3 is meant to supply each channel with the same amount of
reactant. Therefore, the standard deviation of the normalized flow
through the channels is a good indicator of system performance in
uniform distribution of reactants. The lower the standard devia-
tion, the better the system performance. The Reynolds number of
the flow, based on inlet width, is 250, a number representing about
the middle of the Reynolds number range in practical applications.
The commercial computational fluid dynamics �CFD� code, FLU-

ENT version 6.2.16, was used for solving the single-phase flow.
Figure 5 presents the velocity contours in flow channels with

20% area maldistribution, clearly showing the flow maldistribu-
tion. In this case, the SD of the normalized flow through the

usion, I=0.2 A/cm2, St=2.0…; „b… Ve-
A/cm2, St=2.0…
ntr
0.2
channels is 0.315. The uniformity of the flow is apparent from the
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elocity contours of the proposed model as presented in Fig. 6 and
he standard deviation of the normalized flow is 0.133 in this case.
omparison of the standard deviation in the two cases yields a
erformance improvement of 58%. Performance of this design for
he perfectly formed channels was investigated as well. The ve-
ocity contours for perfect parallel channels, as displayed in Fig.
, shows almost uniform flow in the channels with the SD of the
ormalized flow being 0.129. Use of splitter plates improves the
ow distribution by 35% for perfect channels, as shown in Fig. 8.
he uniformity of flow distribution with splitters is apparent from

he velocity contours. The standard deviation of the normalized
ow in this case is 0.084. It is clear that the splitters can ensure a
ore uniform flow distribution for a wide range of area maldis-

ribution. The SD of the normalized flow is 0.129 in the case of
erfect channels, whereas it is 0.133 for the manifold with split-
ers and 20% area nonuniformity. Hence, we conclude that the
plitters can effectively minimize the flow maldistribution due to

Fig. 14 „a… Saturation contour „20
Velocity „m/s… contour „20% intrusio
DL intrusion. The normalized flow rate through all the channels

31007-8 / Vol. 6, AUGUST 2009
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is plotted for the four cases and the results are presented in Fig. 9.
The flow maldistribution is most prominent at the end channels.
From the physics of the flow, we can expect this behavior. In the
channel adjacent to the inlet, the flow rate would be least due to
the strong recirculating vortex at the corner. This would cover
most of the channel inlet �8�, resulting in a decreased flow rate.
The splitter plate directs the flow at an angle so that the corner
vortex is suppressed and the streamline-curvature is decreased,
and hence higher flow rate is obtained in this channel. In the
channel farthest from the inlet, another corner vortex bars the
channel inlet. This recirculation occurs because the momentum of
the flow that reaches the channel is too low and cannot sustain the
adverse pressure gradient. The second splitter directs high mo-
mentum flow to the far channel so that it can overcome the corner
recirculation and hence, flow maldistribution is alleviated.

Two Phase Flow. Due to the high energy efficiency achievable,

ntrusion, I=0.2 A/cm2, St=2.0…; „b…
=0.2 A/cm2, St=2.0…
% i
n, I
low current density is the prime operating range for PEFCs. Chan-
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el flooding is predominant in these applications due to the low
eactant flow rate. From this consideration and as case studies, the
wo-phase flow in the channels was computed for a current den-
ity of 0.2 A /cm2 and stoichiometries of 4.0 and 2.0. The cell is
ssumed to operate at a temperature of 80°C whereas the inlet
ow has a dew point temperature of 70°C. At this low humidity

nlet condition, the gas channel flow has the ability to consume
ome of the product water in the vapor phase before becoming
aturated. Once the flow is saturated by water vapor, excess prod-
ct water starts to condense. Computations show that the liquid
aturation decreases with stoichiometry because the capacity of
he gas to carry water is greater at higher flow rate. When com-
uted for the case of 20% GDL intrusion, the end channels seem
o become almost entirely flooded. Figure 10�a� shows the liquid
aturation contours for the case of 0.2 A /cm2 and a stoichiometry
f 4.0 with perfect channels. In this case, the channels are not

Fig. 15 „a… Saturation contour „20%
St=2.0…; „b… Velocity „m/s… conto
=0.2 A/cm2, St=2.0…
ooded and the condensation front of liquid water is far down-
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stream. For the channel with highest velocity, it is even possible to
flush out all the liquid water. The velocity contours, as displayed
in Fig. 10�b�, show an abrupt deceleration at the condensation
front. This is expected from the mass conservation point of view.
However, this situation changes drastically as the GDL intrusion
is considered. From Fig. 11�a�, it is clear that for a 20% intrusion
of GDL at the end channels, liquid water condenses at the end
channels far upstream. As the velocity is the lowest in the channel
closest to the inlet �displayed in Fig. 11�b��, it experiences con-
densation before all other channels and eventually gives rise to the
maximum liquid saturation.

Figures 12�a� and 12�b� display the liquid water and velocity
contours for the low current density high stoichiometry operating
condition �0.2 A/cm2 and stoichiometry of 4.0� with flow splitters
in place. Using the flow splitters, it is possible to achieve a more
uniform velocity distribution in the channels. Even then, the end

trusion with splitters, I=0.2 A/cm2,
„20% intrusion with splitters, I
in
ur
channels experience higher liquid saturation, although the liquid
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ondensation front is pushed downstream and the maximum liquid
aturation is reduced. From Figure 12�b�, it is clear that velocity
istribution is almost uniform in all the channels, but due to
igher resistance in the end channels, liquid cannot be flushed out.
t low stoichiometry �stoichiometry=2.0�, the situation is greatly

xacerbated. Even for perfect channels, the condensation starts
pstream and it reaches a much higher value. From the liquid
aturation contours displayed in Fig. 13�a�, all the channels other
han the channel farthest from the inlet �the channel with highest
elocity� are found to be flooded with liquid water. The velocity
ontours, as shown in Fig. 13�b�, show a trend similar to the
arlier operating conditions, but here, the velocity magnitudes are
uch smaller. From Fig. 14�a�, it is clear that when GDL intru-

ion is considered, the maximum liquid saturation increases even
urther, although the liquid condensation interfaces do not move
ppreciably upstream. At the same time, the velocity contours, as
isplayed in Fig. 14�b�, show increased maldistribution. These
iquid saturation contours indicate that the channels are flooded.
t this high liquid saturation, oxygen transport will be seriously
indered, resulting in less reaction and ultimately in cell death.

Using flow splitters can alleviate this extreme condition. From
ig. 15�a�, it clearly shows that the maximum liquid saturation
ccurs only in the channel closest to the inlet and the velocity
ontours displayed in Fig. 15�b� show minimum flow maldistribu-
ion among the channels. The maximum liquid saturation in-
reases due to GDL intrusion, but the use of splitters can arrest
hat significantly. The maximum liquid saturations for different
ases are tabulated in Table 1. For both the stoichiometries, flow
plitters can negate the increase in the saturation level due to GDL
ntrusion by at least 33%. At lower stoichiometry, the effect of
ow splitter is found to be markedly higher.

onclusions
A two-phase flow model, which is based on the M2 formalism,

as developed and employed to examine the effects of GDL in-
rusion and manifold design on flow maldistribution among PEFC
hannels. GDL intrusion in the gas channels and fluid friction
ere found to cause severe flow maldistribution in parallel flow

hannels. Results from our computational studies demonstrate that
uch flow maldistribution can be alleviated by employing flow
plitters in the inlet manifold to direct more flow to the most
ffected channels. It is further shown that flow splitters can reduce
ow maldistribution in parallel channels by more than 50% when

here is single-phase flow. In the two-phase flow regime, the in-
rement in the maximum liquid saturation due to GDL intrusion in
as channels is lowered by more than one-third.

It should be pointed out that our computational results need to
e validated by experiments in order to determine the effects of
ow splitters on reducing flow maldistribution in real-world fuel-
ell applications. Although only steady-state and isothermal op-
rations were considered in the present study, work is underway to
ncorporate transient nonisothermal behaviors into the current

odel and to couple it with a full fuel-cell model.
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Nomenclature
A � area

Bo � Bond number
Ci � local concentration of species i, mol /m3

Di � diffusion coefficient of species i, m2 /s
d � diameter
F � Faraday’s constant, 96,487 C /mol
g � acceleration due to gravity �m /s2�
I � current density, A /cm2

j � flux
K � permeability of the porous media
k � relative permeability of the phase

M � molecular weight
mf � mass fraction

n � normal direction
P � pressure, Pa
R � universal gas constant, 8.314 J /mol K

RH � relative humidity
S � source term in the governing equations
s � liquid saturation
u � velocity

Greek Letters
� � net water transport coefficient
� � density
� � porosity

	 � two-phase pressure-drop coefficient
� � correction factor
� � relative mobility
s � surface tension coefficient �N/m�
� � stoichiometry at gas channel inlet �anode or

cathode�
� � kinematic viscosity

Subscripts and Superscripts
g � gas phase

W � water species
eff � effective

l � liquid
m � mass

sat � saturation
r � relative
c � convective correction

mem � membrane
in � inlet
ir � irreducible

ph � phase
av � average
O2 � oxygen
H2 � hydrogen
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